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Description
I have spent the last 15 years in the tech and entertainment startup communities building new opportunities
around the progression of digital content creation. An alumnus of the USC School of Cinema-Television, I
have founded and served as an executive in five companies who collectively represent a breadth of work that
includes post production on 350+ feature films and hundreds of hours of television programming, enterprise
software deployments across the major entertainment and gaming studios, and management of dozens of media
and tech investments.
Having invested in 20 startups and 21 film projects, I have been an active member of both the vibrant startup
scene in Silicon Beach and the independent film community.
In 2015, I took all this prior experience and forged two very synergistic roles in my business life. First, I took
on the role of General Partner in the San Francisco based seed stage tech fund, AllMobile. We invest in mobile
first startups that use artificial intelligence to turn big data into business intelligence.
Second, I founded and serve as the CEO of Talespin, a content and technology partner to companies, brands,
and start-ups that aims to better the blend of technology and storytelling in our daily lives. Talespin is a team of
creators, entrepreneurs, and thinkers that are building partnerships, products, and companies at the forefront of
defining the collision of content and technology. With an ever growing team, Talespin is changing the way we
will experience history, entertainment, social, and education by leveraging disruptive changes in mediums like
VR, AR, AI, and mobile.

Topics
Post Production, Film, Film Production, Video, Television, Producing, Entertainment, Digital Media,
Directing, Feature Films
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